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Foreword
The Packaging Industry is widely recognised as a massive beneficiary of India’s growth story: driven by
attractive end-industry fundamentals and demographics. The onset of the retail revolution ushered in an era of
transformation in the industry dedicated to eye-catching packaging designed for the shelf.
Over the past few years, India has taken rapid strides in developing a strong digital ecosystem which has created
opportunities for businesses along the value chain – including packaging. The proliferation of online retail has
created a fast growing subsegment of transit packaging in the larger industry. The explosive growth envisioned
in the e-commerce sector will no doubt benefit packaging manufacturers but also necessitate a second wave of
transformation in both transit and primary packaging which can cut across online and offline channels.
As the future of retail is likely going to be a heterogeneous mix of online and offline channels, holistic omnichannel packaging considerations will become increasingly important. Over the next pages, we have attempted
to bring to light the nuances of such packaging with examples of companies who have been successful in creating
suitable packaging solutions.
While a number of global companies have designed innovative and appropriate packaging for the omni-channel
– organized retail (including online retail) is still at a nascent stage in India. The existing players of scale in the
packaging industry in India, due to their current pole position, have a window of opportunity to become leaders
of tomorrow by monetizing this opportunity at the right time.

Preet Singh
Executive Director

Shweta Malani
Vice President

Anshul Bansal
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A. Packaging 1.0
The Retail Revolution: Designed for the Shelf
Packaging’s evolution from an optional to an indispensable marketing tool
A

traditionally

unorganized

industry

in

India,

Retailing has undergone a significant transformation
over the past decade, and with it, so have the needs

Retail Revolution: Significant headroom for growth in organized
retail; evident transformation though still in a nascent stage
1,100

of the Packaging industry. From a basic usage as a
product ‘safeguard’ or a ‘container’, packaging today
has become an indispensable marketing tool and

630

12%

8%

an integral part of a product’s lifecycle. Amongst a
20%

plethora of options available to consumers, packaging
has not only evolved to serve as a communication

85%

medium but also as a brand / product differentiator:
eye-catching packaging has been effectively used as
a marketing tool to aid greater consumer recall and
help the product stand out in a crowd. Packaging,

2015

2020E

Figure 1: Retail Industry Size
in India (USD Bn)

The fundamental shift of retailing to organized

Packaging: Attractive fundamentals in India; low per-capita
packaging consumption an inevitable driver of growth
73

channels in India has strong bearings on the growth
of the packaging industry. This has been propelled by
changing lifestyles and demographics as the industry

Figure 2: Organized Retail
Penetration

Source: BCG, Industry Reports

in many ways, has transformed and is a key factor
influencing purchase decisions.

2015

32

18%

8.6 kgs

comes up to speed with the advancements globally.
Consequently, the developments in the retail arena

20 kgs

have strong implications on packaging designs;
71 kgs

although, the industry in India is still catching up to
its western counterparts. The increasing embrace
of creative packaging has stemmed from this retail
revolution: a well-designed package has become

2015

2020E

Figure 3: Packaging Industry
Size in India (USD Bn)

synonymous with the brand itself.

2015

Figure 4: Per Capita Packaging
Consumption

Source: FICCI, TSMG, IIP, Interpack Alliance

Packaging 1.0: How retail ‘re-invented’ packaging
Burgeoning middle and upper class population in India is bringing new consumers within the fold – this is likely to be a key
driver of packaging consumption in the coming years. On the back of this, the changing retail environment has resulted in
mushrooming of several brick & mortar stores, thereby, increasing the use of vibrant ‘shelf-ready’ packaging.
As packaging designed for offline ‘brick & mortar’ stores serves as an important means of connecting with the consumer,
product packaging has evolved to increase shelf impact in the midst of a sea of competing brands. From a functional
element to a vital tool driving purchase decisions and enhancing consumer experience, packaging has come a long way. This
transformation, Packaging 1.0, has been a key driver of a number of innovations in the last decade.
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Packaging for ‘Brick & Mortar’:
What’s in Store?
Visual Appeal / Package Graphics

FROM JUST
PACKAGING...

... TO A PILLAR OF
BRAND STRATEGY

Primitive Packaging

Shelf-Ready Packaging

Merchandising / Marketing

PACKAGING

1.0

Disseminating Product Information

Protection / Containment

Protective Wrapper

Marketing Tool

Over the last few years, the developments in the e-retail arena have resulted in a profound shift from store based purchases
to online purchases. Though offline stores will continue to drive a large portion of retail sales, the e-commerce impact has
taken retailing by storm! While overall retail sales is expected to increase by 12% in the next five years, online sales are
projected to increase by 35%+ in India(1). As a corollary, the packaging industry will continue to exhibit strong growth on the
back of increasing consumerism and higher penetration of packaged products – all the more facilitated by e-tailing.

According to a survey in the
US, consumers stated that
10 percent of their online food,
household consumable, and
personal care purchases in the
year were completely new—that
is, purchases that they would not
have made at all had the online
purchasing option not been
available.

E-commerce, undoubtedly, has provided the consumer with both convenience and choice with packaging serving as an enabler
in the entire supply chain. As with the retail revolution, in an ever changing environment, the packaging industry has constantly
evolved to address the demands of the hour. With consumers switching to the e-commerce channel, there is a shift in packaging
needs as well. In order to keep up with this flux in the retailing landscape, packaging manufacturers now not only have to address
the needs of brick & mortar stores but also innovate for the ‘online’ channel. This brings us to the next level of impending
transformation in the industry – Packaging 2.0.

Source: (1) BCG, Industry Reports, Avendus Estimates; Survey: Deloitte University Press.
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B. Packaging 2.0
Omni-channel Packaging: Back to the Basics!
B.1 Emergence of the Digital (pack) Age
E-Commerce has emerged as a disruptive force impacting and transforming businesses and business models around the
world. ‘Online Retail’ or ‘E-retail’ has emerged as one of the largest and fastest growing segments of the e-commerce industry.
The ease with which a purchase can be made online has resulted in consumers switching to the e-commerce channel from the
traditional brick & mortar stores. Internet has thus revolutionized the way we shop. This is in turn driving demand and creating
opportunities not only for ‘new-age’ businesses but also for traditional businesses such as Packaging.
The future is digital: Increasing proliferation of technology at a blistering pace in India…
(GMV in USD Bn)

200+

50-60+
4x^
50

16
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Figure 5: Size of the E-retail Market
Source: Industry Reports, E-marketer

2015

2020E

Figure 6: # of Online Shoppers in Mn
Source: Industry Reports, News Articles

Clicking away!
India is the fastest
growing online
market globally;
rising acceptance of
digital transactions
across product
categories

The phenomenal growth in the e-commerce sector in India is a reflection of increasing digital penetration in conjunction with
a considerably evolved digital ecosystem. The number of monthly shoppers online has been on a rapid growth trajectory;
additionally the average spend per person online is also on the rise. E-retail, a late entrant in the digital market in India, is steadily
catching up - riding on the back of changing consumer lifestyle as well as the increasing need for convenience at a fraction of
the time spent while shopping in-store. With more and more internet users expected to be added going forward, these winds of
change are expected to augur well for companies along the e-commerce value chain.
Despite the explosive growth in the e-commerce space in India over the last few years, it is still at early stages of adoption and
there is immense unexploited potential. The market opportunity is yet to be capitalized in a big way owing to the lower levels of
internet penetration and online users as compared to economies such as USA or China. To put things into perspective, the
e-retail market in China is 40x the size of the e-retail market in India.
…although still far behind the curve vis-a-vis mature e-retail markets globally

BUY
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Figure 7: Size of the E-retail Market
(GMV in USD Bn, 2016)

Figure 8: E-retail as % of Total Retail
(2016)

Figure 9: # of Online Shoppers (Mn)

Source: Industry Reports, US Census Bureau,
NBS China

Source: Industry Reports, US State Department,
NBS China

Source: Industry Reports, News Articles
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Online Retail – Significant scope for increasing category penetration
The current penetration of online retail varies across product categories – while some segments already have a high adoption
rate online, there are a few categories which are at a nascent stage in the online maturity curve, even in developed markets. The
choice of where consumers shop is largely driven by the product category. Due to their inherent nature, the transition from the
shelf to online stores for some products has been swift and unfettered. For some other categories that are lagging behind it will
require, in addition to altering consumer behaviour, a more suitable ecosystem to drive online sales.

Online Retail Product
Category

ELECTRONICS

APPAREL

BOOKS

PERSONAL CARE

HOME FURNISHINGS

OTHERS

USA

INDIA

Category Penetration
in India

Appx. %

(% of GMV)

(% of GMV)

16%

47%

~20%

Typically high value
products, require highstrength packaging

19%

31%

~10%

Non-fragile; premium
packaging for luxury
brands

8%

7%

~25%

Basic protective
packaging for damage
protection

7%

2%

<10%

Impact resistant,
leak free packaging

8%

8%

<10%

Right-sized protective
packaging for large
items

42%

5%

<1%

Shelf-life enhancing
packaging for grocery
etc.

Source: GMV Split: E-marketer, KPMG; Avendus Estimates; Note: GMV (Gross Merchandise Value) split for 2016

Packaging
Implications

High

Despite the rapid growth over the last few years, the share of online sales in total retail sales is still relatively low in India. At
present, categories such as Electronics, Apparel and Books have a higher penetration in e-retailing. However, some categories
with a high share in organized brick & mortar retail even in developed economies (such as grocery) have yet to make a significant
mark on online retailing channels. Perishable commodities face issues with regards to supply chain (procurement & preservation)
and hence this segment still remains largely underpenetrated.
In India, the grocery market is a traditional retail industry and therefore online retail penetration is even lower: Food & Grocery
spend accounts for 60%+ of the total retail spend in India - online penetration however is estimated to be less than 1%.
Even categories such as Apparel and Personal Care are less than 35% of the total GMV. The global e-tailing market, in contrast,
has a higher proportion of non-electronics in the overall GMV. This presents a huge opportunity for increasing online share in
other categories as the industry in India moves up the maturity curve vis-à-vis global markets.
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How can packaging facilitate greater online transactions?
Some key reasons that influence a consumer’s preference for
in-store purchases include product safety, shopping ‘experience’,
as well as shelf life (incase of perishable commodities) – issues
that can be suitably addressed through Packaging! Online
adoption in certain categories, therefore, can be accelerated
through innovative and suitable packaging which addresses the
specific needs of the channel.

The Ripple Effect: Cascading impact of E-commerce growth on businesses along the value chain
E-commerce has created an opportunity not only for direct participants in the industry but also for various products and services
that facilitate the use of an e-commerce supply / value chain. While there is considerable focus on the other enablers of the
value chain (logistics, payment solutions), there has been very little focus on developing packaging for the e-retail channel.
The enormous growth in the e-commerce sector, though, presents a compelling case for continued and strong growth in the
Packaging Industry. The industry is an indirect but significant beneficiary of the growth in online retail sales which merits a
dedicated strategy around such packaging needs.
Packaging has an important role to play in this new e-retail reality. Although, packaging constitutes a small percentage of
the overall cost of an e-retailer, it is an important and necessary link in the chain. This correlation between e-retail sales and
packaging needs serves as an enabling platform for packaging vendors, thus, creating newer opportunities albeit with its own
set of challenges. Going forward, the imminent progression to a digital economy and increasing embrace of internet shopping,
will fuel demand for appropriate packaging solutions.

Key stakeholders in the e-tailing ecosystem; Concomitant opportunities for the packaging industry

2 - 3%

Vendor

Technology

Marketing

Payments

Logistics

Warehousing

Packaging

Figure 10: E-retailer’s share of expenses as % of GMV (Illustrative)
Source: Industry Research, Goldman Sachs – India Internet
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B.2 Packaging’s role in the E-commerce Age
Though often unnoticed, packaging has an equally important role to play in e-retailing as it does in the offline channel. Very
simply, a product cannot be shipped without appropriate packaging. With more and more consumers switching seamlessly
between shopping channels, greater the need for packaging to be just as integrated.
The needs of the e-retail channel are over and above what is expected from a package on the shelf – there is an added
element of logistics with virtual stores serving as point-of-sale. Therefore, packaging for e-commerce needs a more holistic
approach which addresses not only the need to ensure product ‘safety’ but also faces the challenge of replicating the shopping
experience in-store. Any approach towards designing packaging for e-commerce needs to consider both product packaging
(primary or secondary) as well as transit packaging. While, unquestionably, transit packaging is a direct and massive beneficiary
of the growth in online sales, primary product packaging is also expected to play a greater role in a product’s success on
online channels.

The segmentation of the packaging industry:
Segment

Offerings

Features

Primary / Secondary Packaging

Folding cartons, rigid & flexible plastics,
glass, metal based packaging, etc.

Serves as containment and a
medium of branding to communicate
product attributes

Transit Packaging (for E-commerce)

Corrugated cartons, polybags,
bubble wraps, etc.

Protection for safe, damage-free and
efficient transportation over the
logistics channel
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From a virtual store to the doorstep – a journey of a thousand miles!
In a way, packaging for e-commerce is bringing us back to the basics. The primary purpose of packaging: protection, in the
online retail channel, is an important and heightened consideration with products travelling through a longer and more arduous
journey (it quite is!). The e-commerce logistics channel is significantly more complex than the traditional retail channel. Unlike
traditional retail, online retail requires products to be handled extensively thereby increasing ‘touchpoints’: products are
supplied to fulfilment centres and thereon packaged to be shipped to the end customer. Packaging is a necessary link in this
supply chain and it facilitates logistics efficiency which is of utmost importance to an e-retailer: a product may have as many
as 20(2) touchpoints (from packing to distribution to delivery!) before knocking on your doors. This makes it critical to get the
product packaging just right.
DS Smith E-commerce
Packaging Test

Complex logistics chain: 3x more product touchpoints than traditional retail
Manufacturer

IMPACT

Fulfilment
Centre

3PL Hub

CRUSH

SHOCK
Conforms to

DISCS

Returns

TM

Test Standard

SHAKE

DROP

Wholesaler

DISCS™ tests whether packages can survive
the bumps and scrapes of the average
e-commerce supply chain

Regional
Sorting
Facility

Source: DS Smith, News Articles

Customer

Local
Distribution
Centre

Retailer

PACKAGE LOGISTICS CHAIN: Journey to the doorstep
Traditional Retail Channel
E-Retail Channel

Packaging Touch-Points
(Illustrative)

Note: Illustrative distribution chain; touchpoints may vary
(2) News Articles
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All the world’s a store! – Availability of alternatives making packaging work harder than before
That e-commerce makes packaging redundant is far from the truth. With increasing digital penetration, consumers have the
luxury of scrolling through multiple options before making their pick. While in-store, a brand competes with a product placed
right next to it, online marketplaces make a product vie for attention alongside literally everything available in any part of the
world. Thus, a product today is not only competing with other brands on the shelf but multiple other offerings across the virtual
channel, making distinctions in products even hazier.
Therefore, Packaging’s role in differentiating the brand is crucial and important to win in an online marketplace. While a lot of the
focus of e-commerce packaging is on product ‘protection’, creating a fuss-free and memorable unboxing experience is equally
important. Additionally, the channel has to overcome shortcomings vis-à-vis traditional retail due to the absence of instant
gratification through ‘touch & feel’ which makes product packaging even more important to influence purchase behaviour.
Whatsoever the channel, high quality packaging impacts the brand perception, and in turn the consumer’s decision to make a
purchase (in some cases, repeatedly!).

In summary, the impact of the e-commerce revolution on the packaging industry thus:
a. Directly correlates with the increase in demand for ‘protective’ transit packaging
b. Necessitates ‘re-inventing’ primary / secondary packaging that cuts across online / offline channels
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C. Transit Packaging for the E-commerce channel: Fastest
growing segment of the Packaging Industry
Packaging industry is an amalgam of various segments largely comprising of folding cartons, flexible plastics, rigid plastics,
corrugated cartons and metal/glass based packaging which can serve as primary and/or secondary packaging depending on
the end application. The industry has multiple drivers such as growth in end-use industries, increasing penetration of packaged
products and rising demand from the e-commerce channels. Due to the non-cyclical nature of the end markets, packaging
industry has demonstrated stable and sustainable growth – a fillip to the same resulting from the digital revolution is evidenced
in the growth over the last few years.
E-commerce has emerged as a very important and large user of transit / protective packaging, which in many ways, has created
a new segment altogether in the larger packaging industry. Though still at a nascent stage, this sub-segment is expected to
grow on the back of the explosive growth in e-retail – every additional online order correlates with an increase in protective
packaging. For the purpose of our analysis, we have defined e-commerce transit packaging as materials used for safe packaging
and transportation of products sold through the e-commerce channel (explained below).

Segmentation of the e-commerce Transit Packaging market by type of material
Type:
Corrugated Boxes

Type:
Polybags

Type:
Others

Material used:
Kraft Paper

Material used:
Flexible Plastic

Material used:
Plastic, Others

Details:
Constitute the largest segment of the
protective packaging market and are a
popular option owing to strength and
durability

Details:
Extensively used in non-fragile product
packaging (pouches, mailers); popular
due to strength, water resistance, and
tamper-evident customizations
Source: Avendus Analysis
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Details:
Include bubble wraps, air pillows
(to fill gaps), tapes and other type
of material used in delivery through
online channels
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Drivers of E-commerce Transit Packaging growth

Online Marketplaces

3PL

GLOBAL

GLOBAL

INDIA

INDIA

Online Grocery

Online Food Delivery

GLOBAL

GLOBAL

INDIA

INDIA

Source: Avendus Analysis
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C.1 Global E-commerce Transit Packaging market: Attractive growth prospects
Global demand for transit packaging, fuelled by e-commerce growth, is estimated to increase 16% per year to USD 32 billion in
2020 which makes it one of the fastest growing sub-segments of the packaging market. North America and China are the largest
e-retail markets and consequently, the largest users of transit packaging. A significant part of the growth in the global packaging
industry is expected to be a derivative of the rise in e-commerce sales.
(Global Market Size
in USD Bn)

32

China & USA account for more than
60% of the global transit packaging
market

65

Overall

6%

+1

0.5

18
30
13
2016

2020E

Figure 11: Transit Packaging for
E-commerce

Figure 12: # of Parcels Shipped
(in Bn)

Source: Avendus Analysis

Source: Pitney & Bowes Parcel Index, 2016

China alone shipped >30 Bn parcels
in 2016; 70% of the same were
through the e-commerce channel
Corrugated Cartons comprise roughly
60% of the e-commerce transit
packaging market
Source: Avendus Analysis, Research Reports

The USD 800 Bn Global Packaging Industry is expected to grow at a CAGR of 5%
over the next few years (2016-2020E); Transit Packaging – a sub-segment of the overall
packaging industry is poised to grow at a CAGR of 16%+ over the same period which is
~3X the overall industry growth.
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Key global players in the e-commerce packaging space:
As online retail has gained significant prominence globally, its impact on the packaging industry has also garnered substantial
recognition. Global packaging manufacturers, in response to the emerging changes, have already started crafting dedicated
strategies for the online channel. Cognizant of the differentiated needs of this channel, these companies have a significant
headstart in creating appropriate packaging solutions for e-retailing.
Product examples:
Designed for E-commerce

Key global packaging companies

E-commerce focus

The Modern Man
(Online cosmetics retailer )

United Kingdom

Integrated manufacturer of corrugated
boxes. Focus on e-commerce as an area
of opportunity. Supplier to companies
such as Amazon and provides customized
e-commerce packaging to a number of
brands.
Provides innovative and optimized
packaging solutions for the online channel.
Works with brand owners to create
products that address the needs of online
retailing.

Online Grocery Solutions

Manufacturer of a range of innovative
paper based packaging products with
integrated operations. Caters to the
e-commerce segment with a variety of
corrugated box offerings.

Smart E-Commerce Packaging

Has long standing experience with mail
order and e-commerce companies.
Provides a wide range of innovative
packaging solutions (including tailored
products) to increase fulfilment efficiency.

Mondi Re-Use Cartons

Finland

United States of America

Austria

United States of America

United States of America

United States of America

Leading provider of protective packaging
including bubble wrap and mailers. The
company’s Product Care segment provides
packaging solutions for cushioning, void
fill, surface protection under several key
brands.

High quality print combined with a secure
yet easy-to-open design to ensure instant
gratification for customers.

Developed a grocery box with inserts
of various small boxes. Allows for more
efficient pick and pack, as well as better
protection of sensitive food.

Patented and patent-pending technology
to form corrugated cases with an
integrated kraft paper liner that eliminates
void fill.

Boxes with double tape solutions which
increase handling efficiency during
fulfilment and support a smooth return
experience for end users.
Bubble Wrap® IB
Flexible, protective solution which can be
inflated on-demand in requisite quantities.
Reduces freight costs and has a lower
carbon footprint.

Provides innovative protective packaging
solutions with a number of offerings
tailored for e-commerce. Products include
protective mailers, air cushion products
etc. that provide high level of protection.

Pad-Kraft® 100% Paper Padded Mailers

Provides protective packaging solutions
for e-commerce (corrugated) and
also focuses on tamper proof
packaging. Integrated player - provides
containerboard and recycling solutions.

TigerFiber™ Custom Containers

Recyclable, sturdy and environment
friendly mailers which are self-sealing and
have excellent cushioning properties.

Designed to be stronger and more
moisture resistant than corrugated
packaging; made from 100% renewable
forest fibre.

Note: International Paper has recently announced combining its North America consumer-packaging business with Graphic Packaging.
Source: Company Information, Website, Presentations
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Large global players driving consolidation in the corrugated packaging space:
overarching e-commerce growth as a megatrend
Spurt in acquisitions in the corrugated packaging space

Over 70 transactions in

25

the corrugated packaging
space over the last 4 years;

18

17

roughly 40% of the M&A
concentrated in North

11

2014
Increased demand for protective
packaging

America

2015

2016

YTD 2017

# of acquisitions

Target Geography
North America

5

3

9

10

Europe

6

9

7

2

Others

0

5

9

6

Figure 13
Source: Mergermarket; Note: Data from 2014 till YTD September 2017
Note: WestRock’s acquisition of 5 plants in 2017 considered as one transaction in the count

The growth in the e-commerce sector has had a direct bearing on the M&A activity in the corrugated packaging space. Ongoing
consolidation is the key theme driving the industry with significant uptick in acquisitions by top vendors in the space. Historically,
most of the M&A activity has centred on the United States although consolidation is gradually picking up pace in Europe as well.
Developing markets, however, are yet to see major inorganic activity.

Top Acquirers
# of
Acquisitions

DS Smith

Smurfit Kappa

WestRock

PCA

Georgia Pacific

Mondi

8

6

5

3

3

2

Figure 14: Top acquirers in the corrugated packaging space
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C.2 E-commerce Transit Packaging market in India: On the cusp of rise in scale and prominence
Demand for transit packaging in India is set to witness unprecedented growth as a result of the rapid strides in e-retailing.
Practically non-existent a decade ago, the pace of growth in e-retailing has picked up in India and has given rise to this
fledgling segment in the packaging market. However, global developments in the sector are yet to unfold in a large way in
India. Despite the strong growth exhibited over the last few years, the industry is still at a very nascent stage and is poised to
become a fast growing and meaningfully large segment over the next few years.

Transit packaging market in India
is set to grow 4x over the next four
years fuelled by the growth in online
retail

44%

660

Polybags,
Other

0%

+4

High growth potential as India’s
share in the overall parcel shipments
worldwide is less than 1%

170

56%

2016

Corrugated

2020E

Figure 15: Transit Packaging for
E-commerce (India Market Size in USD Mn)

Figure 16: Transit Packaging Market
Segments (appx. share in the Indian Market)

Source: Avendus Analysis

Source: Avendus Analysis

Increase in volumes to have strong
structural implications on the transit
packaging industry
Source: Avendus Analysis, Research Reports

It is interesting to note that there are only a handful of organized players catering to the e-commerce segment - the industry is
highly fragmented with the presence of a number of small scale and unorganized players. At its current state, the unorganized
sector is not well geared to cater to the expected growth from online channels - this will necessitate a transformation in the very
nature of the industry going forward. The multi-fold increase in the number of shipments will inevitably give rise to an ecosystem
of organized players of scale that have the ability to cater to large volume requirements of requisite quality.

Product Showcase

VENT-iT boxes: Unique packaging innovation for
food delivery

Chaayos: Innovative and convenient kettles for
delivering tea

Patented in over 70 countries, the VENT-iT box provides
effective ventilation for keeping food hot and fresh during
deliveries for a longer duration. The global license rests with
Parksons Packaging, India.

The café chain provides online delivery of tea which is served
in easy-to-pour innovative packaging and comprises of an
insulated spouted pouch placed inside a corrugated carton shaped in the form of a kettle.

Source: Company Information, News Articles
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D. Nuances of E-commerce Transit Packaging:
Optimizing benefits for all Stakeholders
The value-add of e-commerce packaging can be significant if key elements of packaging are designed in a manner that act as an
enabler and address the inherent needs of the channel. Both manufacturers and consumers stand to gain if the packaging is
executed in a manner that balances functionality and aesthetics while incorporating the key requisite features.

1. Defence from Damage
Transit packaging needs to be designed in a manner that renders it strong enough to withstand the stresses and strains the
package is exposed to during transit. If a product is damaged during transit, this will inevitably lead to higher returns adding
to the costs – easily avoidable with better quality packaging. ‘Protection’, therefore, is a principal consideration while designing
e-retail transit packaging.

According to a survey, around 25% of the
consumers received damaged products
on online orders.

The cost of replacing a damaged item can
be up to 17 times the cost of shipping.

Sonoco has introduced a Cost of Damage
calculator to help ascertain the cost of
damage to companies due to returns
resulting from ineffective packaging.

Source: Sealed Air Survey

Source: PMMI

Source: Company Information, News Articles

2. Product Integrity - Ensure & Assure
Product security is a heightened concern in the e-commerce channel. Consequently, one of the most important features of a
pack is ensuring product authenticity and increasing traceability. Packaging companies will need to proactively address safety
concerns by way of adding security features such as tamper proof packaging, intelligent packaging solutions to reduce the risk
of theft or counterfeiting.

India based packaging company (focusing
on e-commerce), Dynaflex, provides a
range of tamper-evident secure polybags
– Dyna Safe. Packages are left with an
irreversible mark incase of manipulation.

E-commerce portal, TataCLiQ, had
launched an advertisement campaign
which labelled products bought through
the website as C.A.M.E.L i.e. Certified
Authentic Merchandise Everybody
Loves.

HB Fuller has launched a range of
comprehensive adhesive solutions
especially designed to improve the
efficiency of E-Commerce Packaging.
Its offerings include Close-Sesame®
solutions which are pre-applied, tamperproof tapes designed for easy closing.

Source: Company Information

Source: News Articles

Source: Company Information, News Articles
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3. Less is More – Fit for the Purpose
Excess packaging not just increases the costs (both packaging material & transportation) but also the chances of damage due
to inappropriate package size. Using far more or not enough packaging may cause more harm than good and entail large
associated costs. Therefore, it is important to optimize the packaging by selecting the right sized pack (transporting air has a
cost!) as well as choosing the right packaging material.

It is estimated that a typical e-commerce shipper achieves only 60% cube efficiency
utilization which means that 40% of their capacity is either air or filler.
Source: Supply Chain Optimizers; News Articles

US based Staples, Inc. introduced “On Demand Packaging®” in which boxes are
produced to handle specific orders. Instead of standard sizes, each box is custom made
for the order being shipped. The outcome: corrugated usage declined by 15%, and air
pillow usage was reduced by 60%.
Source: Staples, AMERIPEN, News Articles

4. Reduce, Re-use, Recycle
From an optional CSR initiative, focus
on sustainable solutions is increasingly
becoming a business imperative. With
heightened awareness, the need for
eco-friendly and sustainable packaging
is steadily on the rise. Sustainability has
become a key focus area while zeroing-in
on the right packaging. With several billion
parcels delivered every year, the mountain
of packaging waste that gets generated
necessitates the use of recyclable
packaging material along with mechanisms
for collecting the packaging waste.

Sustainability is at the heart of the
business model of some large
global multinationals
Paper

Need for a sustainable approach to
packaging in order to improve
recycling rates in India
25%
45%

End-to-end
integrated
solutions

68%

EUROPE
70%

Recycle

Boxes

Paper Recycling Rates
Source: IARPMA, News Articles

5. Unpack & Repack – Effortlessly
Consumers are increasingly demanding fuss-free packaging for their online orders - this entails packaging which is easy to open
and dispose. Also, the inability to try or feel the product before purchase has resulted in a higher rate of return for e-retail
purchases vis-à-vis traditional retail. Therefore, it is essential that the packaging is designed in such a way that it is effortless:
hassle-free to open as well as reseal for convenient returns.

E-retail
15% - 25% returns rates
in India

Note: Returns vary by category

Amazon has launched “Frustration-Free” packaging for the e-commerce
channel. The company works with manufacturers to box products in
Certified Frustration-Free boxes as part of its Packaging Certification
Program.
Source: Amazon, News Articles
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6. Automated Pick & Pack
The choice of packaging is also influenced by the degree of automation of packaging lines across the logistics channel, though
a large part of ‘pick & pack’ still remains manual. With the number of orders handled by e-commerce companies multiplying by
the minute, it is important that e-retail packaging is optimized for mechanisation i.e. effectively able to function on automated
packing / sorting lines without causing disruptions on the packaging line.

Automation in focus: In 2012, Amazon acquired Kiva Systems (USA), a pick and pack robotic
systems provider to automate their warehouses and fulfilment centres.

7. And lastly, but very importantly, it should be Dressed to Impress!
Though often ignored (and is an afterthought), e-retail packaging can play a significant role in elevating consumer experience and
creating brand loyalty in the long term. It can play a profoundly more important role than just a ‘brown protective box’. Currently,
the use of transit packaging to relay marketing messages or reinforce brand loyalty is practically non-existent. Therefore, transit
packaging can serve as an effective tool and a new medium of marketing. Additionally, third party advertising on packages is an
area which is fairly untapped and can be utilized in a much bigger way going forward.

E -commerce giant Amazon teamed up with Universal Pictures and Illumination Entertainment ahead of
the release of the movie “Minions” and shipped orders in bright yellow, Minions-themed boxes. This was
a first of its kind marketing deal for Amazon which allowed complete third party branding of its boxes.
Source: Amazon, News Articles

Online fashion portal in India, Myntra, ships luxury labels in a ‘Myntra Premium’ box and uses packaging
for customer gratification and differentiating its products. By making product presentation a key
element of shopping experience, the packaging leaves a lasting impression on customers.

India based packaging manufacturer, Pragati Packaging, manufactures boxes for Amazon Gift Cards.
The premium and striking packaging conveys the ‘gifting’ attribute of the card and accentuates product
presentation.
Source: Company Information

U.S. based subscription box company, Birchbox, creates a memorable unboxing experience with
personalized, colourful and beautifully designed subscription boxes that are shipped to customers every
month. The company’s eye-catching packaging has been a key reason for its popularity.
Source: Birchbox, News Articles
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The value-add of e-commerce packaging can be significant if key elements of packaging are
designed in a manner that act as an enabler and address the inherent needs of the channel

Defence from Damage
Product Integrity
Less is More
Reduce, Re-use, Re-cycle
Effortless Unpack & Repack
Automated Pick & Pack
Dressed to Impress
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E. Does one ‘Pack’ fit all?

Evolution of omni-channel packaging: cutting across both online & offline channels
The growth in e-commerce presents a challenge as well as an opportunity for marketers to re-assess and re-design product
packaging. At present, very little attention is given to the product packaging (primary / secondary) for online sales. Globally,
companies are now pondering over a question while deliberating their product and marketing strategies:

“Can the success of a product packaging ‘on-the-shelf’ also be replicated on online channels?”
The answer, however, is not straightforward. While a lot of the current product packaging can be used for sale through the
e-commerce channel as well with only the additional ‘transit’ packaging, companies across the globe are increasingly trying to
assess the appropriateness of existing product packaging to suit an omni-channel strategy. Today, the current product packaging
is designed for the ‘shelf’ and irrespective of the appropriateness, the same design is used for the online retail channel as well.
‘One-pack’ may not however fit all! With digital market places becoming increasingly commonplace, the utility of traditional
product packaging, and not just logistics packaging, also needs to transcend the barrier between physical and virtual. Bridging
the divide between packaging for the two channels will need a deliberate focus by both consumer product companies as well
as packaging manufacturers.
FROM JUST
PACKAGING TO...

... TO A PILLAR OF
BRAND STRATEGY

& ALSO
TRANSCENDING
CHANNELS

Primitive Packaging

Shelf-Ready Packaging

Omni-Channel Packaging

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

1.0

Protective Wrapper

2.0

Marketing Tool

Holistic Solutions

Packaging 2.0 – Optimized for Omni-channel

Transit Ready

Secure &
Intelligent

Holistic Design

Stand-out: On/
Off the Shelf

Eco-friendly

Packaging 2.0 for the omni-channel therefore will have a far-reaching impact on the very manner that a product packaging is
designed right from the development process. From a multi-sensory, 3D experience, packaging for the online channel needs
to be as effective but in 2D. This entails re-inventing and re-hashing current packaging not just structurally but also in terms of
imagery/colours that can effectively straddle both worlds! The presence of products on-the-shelf as well as the virtual store will
require consistent, seamless and integrated brand communication across channels.
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Omni-channel: Ushering in packaging transformation 2.0
For enhancing the benefits from packaging to suit the omni-channel, brand owners will emphasize on creating cost-effective
packaging, which in addition to differentiating their brand, also provides appropriate damage protection and is optimized for
delivery through multiple touchpoints in an online-retail channel. With greater focus on sustainability, ‘green’ will be an added
packaging consideration.

Categories which may require changes in primary /
secondary packaging for e-commerce channel

Categories for which the current packaging could be
suitable for sales through the online channel

Grocery / Fresh Produce

Apparel

Home & Personal Care

Some Household Products

Beverages

Packaged Condiments

Electronics

Books

What qualifies? Low shelf life, fragile in nature, prone
to leakage/breakage as well as high value products

What can work? Non-fragile articles and fabrics,
certain food and household items

While creating different variants of packaging for online/offline channels may not be a feasible alternative, marketers around
the world are instead toying with the idea of ‘tweaking’ the packaging design to make it suitable across sales channels. This
could entail simplifying packaging for shipments, assessing cost of shipping and tailoring the product to optimize such costs (for
example: reducing package weight, using newer packaging materials and more).
In some product categories, improvements in primary packaging can make it suitable to be shipped directly, thereby reducing
the need for transit packaging. Easy to ship, well-designed packaging which reduces the chance of spills / damage will be the
focus area of innovation for consumer brands to optimize packaging for all channels.
Nutpods: Packaging suitable for Omni-channel
The Tetra-Pak format offers shelf stability and is visually appealing to capture attention. It is also
suitable for e-commerce due to its compact size, ability to withstand temperature fluctuations
and is not easily breakable.
Source: Nutpods, News Articles

Omni-channel packaging, thus, needs to be ‘transit-ready’ in addition to being ‘retail-ready’ standout shelf
packaging. At the outset, the packaging design needs to be considered holistically - as part of the supply chain - which
can relay the marketing message but also be in a form that can be suitably and cost effectively transported over the last mile.
This shifts focus to another important area which is increasing in relevance for packaging manufacturers in an omni-channel
world: designing and developing innovative packaging.
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F. Staying ahead of the ‘Pack’: Out-of-the-box innovation in
product packaging
While we have established that the primary consideration of protection and containment is heightened in online delivery
channels, packaging for the e-commerce channel goes beyond boxes and bubble wraps. In order to stay relevant, companies
need to constantly innovate and tailor their offerings (primary / secondary packaging) to suit the requirements of the channel –
both on-the-shelf and on the virtual store. Omni-channel, thus, provides an opportunity for brands to create innovative & unique
packaging which is optimal, secure and green! Going forward, a significant part of innovation in primary / secondary packaging
for the omni-channel will focus on the following areas:

1. Structural Optimization
The key to omni-channel success, in a large part, will rest on the structural optimization of packaging (from material to design)
which is suitable across channels. Use of robust primary packaging with higher impact / vibration resistance (for example: use of
sturdy closures) will be required to reduce damage during transit and can additionally reduce the need for excessive secondary
packaging. Also, changes in package structure (material, space saving, reduced weight) can lead to significant cost savings.

U.S. based Graham Packaging’s
ThermaSet® PET container is an
ultra-lightweight, shatterproof, dropin replacement for glass in high
temperature food packaging and is also
suitable for e-commerce.

Rieke Packaging (U.S.) has launched a
dispensing lotion pump which offers
a leak-free performance in lightweight
bottles. The pump remains sealed in both
locked and unlocked positions which
makes it suitable for the e-commerce
market.

Clorox has launched new packaging
for disinfectant cleaners. These spray
cleaners come with induction sealed
bottles which enable the product to
be shipped without leakage in the
e-commerce channel.

Source: Graham Packaging, Worldstar, WPO

Source: Rieke, News Articles

Source: Clorox, Worldstar

2. Sustainable Solutions
Reducing environmental impact and increasing business profitability have not always gone hand in hand – but with every
additional package, greater is the packaging waste generated. A number of cost effective packaging innovations in this regard
have the potential to make ‘green packaging’ the trend of the future. In addition to responsible sourcing of raw material, of
late, there are innovations in the field of compostable / bio-degradable materials. This will play an important role in reducing
packaging waste as consumers increasingly demand ‘green’ and ‘recyclable’ packaging.

Mondi’s Sustainex® product portfolio consists of innovative biodegradable, compostable and recyclable
packaging materials which reduce packaging waste. The company also offers water soluble films.
Source: Company Information, News Articles
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As compared to using a virgin PET bottle, the new 100% post-consumer recycled PET packaging by Amcor
for Method laundry detergent reduced the package’s life cycle energy consumption by 78% and lowered
its carbon footprint by 35%.
Source: Company Information, News Articles

3. Increasing Shelf Life
A number of products (especially grocery) are ill-suited for a longer supply chain due to their perishable nature. The online
penetration of fresh food is significantly low and therefore merits an innovative approach to packaging. The food and beverage
segment (a large retail category) presents a vast opportunity to increase online sales through tailored packaging that increases
shelf life and preserves the contents over the last mile.
Sealed Air has introduced Cryovac®
Freshness Plus® active packaging
which is designed to increase shelf
life in addition to maximizing flavour,
colour and reducing confinement
odours.

Quick Fact:

Source: Sealed Air, Company Information

Source: Stora Enso, Company Information

Surface coatings can be applied to corrugated packaging to
prolong the shelf life of fresh food products, for example,
absorbing unwanted oxygen and ethylene. Use of active
coatings to remove ethylene could extend shelf life and also
help reduce waste.

4. Enhanced Security Features
With a number of touchpoints throughout the delivery channel, greater the need for tamper evident packaging and increased
security features. ‘Smart’ packaging, thus, is the new buzzword and has resulted in an emerging trend - ranging from the more
traditional methods (including RFID, holograms, or secure inks) to smart labels / smart caps. Security is not only essential to
transit packaging but trickles down to primary product packaging as well. As a number of categories are still low on digital
penetration due to the risk of counterfeiting, innovation with respect to greater assurance of product safety will be a prerequisite
to facilitating higher transactions/ purchases.

Xerox has launched ‘Smart’ Labels - highly secure printed labels to check counterfeiting. In
addition to unique encryptions, the label can verify if the product is genuine and also aid product
tracking along the distribution chain.
Source: Xerox, Company Information

According to a survey by
WestRock, 90% of global
consumers believe
packaging plays a very/
somewhat important
role in ensuring product
safety.
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5. Customer Experience
Delivering a great customer experience is integral to packaging – whether it is a product on the shelf or delivered in a box.
As packaging influences customer perception, creating memorable packaging translates into making a lasting impression –
a balance between functionality and aesthetics can tick all the requisite boxes. A number of consumer product companies
are creating customized / personalized packaging and are also using the omni-channel opportunity as a key pillar of brand
promotion.

Personalized packaging for E-commerce
E-commerce strategy involving customized or promotional offers online for Oreo through a directto consumer e-commerce store called “Colorfilled” via shop.oreo.com, where U.S. consumers
could customize the packaging.
Source: Company Information, News Articles

Share-a-Coke campaign by Coca Cola
Consumers in the U.S. were provided with the option of ordering personalized bottles (with
names or custom messages) of Coke which would be delivered to their homes.
Source: Company Information, News Articles

Packaging considerations for omni-channel thus, in addition to transit packaging, will need to incorporate the product packaging
(primary / secondary) in order to maximize the actual and perceived packaging benefits. With greater awareness and foresight,
consumer product companies globally are increasingly embracing the packaging of the future. The impact of these developments
in the packaging industry globally are gradually expected to trickle down to India as well. This will not only provide a greater push
to the organized packaging industry but also benefit the incumbent players in the market who hold pole position and have the
capability to meet the needs of the hour.
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In order to stay relevant, companies need to constantly innovate and tailor their offerings
(primary / secondary packaging) to suit the requirements of the channel – both on-the-shelf and
on the virtual store.
Packaging considerations for omni-channel, in addition to transit packaging, will need to incorporate
the product packaging (primary/secondary) in order to maximize packaging benefits.

Structural Optimization
Sustainable Solutions
Increasing Shelf Life
Enhanced Security Features
Customer Experience
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G. Indian Packaging Industry: Coming of Age

Where we stand today
The inevitable shift from the traditional / unorganized
sector is already evident in the gradual evolution of the
Packaging Industry in India with some clear market leaders
in respective sub-segments. A large part of the growth in the
industry, is thus, a direct outcome of this transformational
shift. Despite this visible transition over the last decade
from a 70% unorganized share, roughly 45-50% of
this industry still remains unorganized. This provides
a significant opportunity for leading players to consolidate
the market. There is intense competition among smaller
players (<$10mn) at the regional level who are witnessing
competitive pressures and looking for growth avenues due
to stagnant business performance.

Corrugated Boxes : Degree of fragmentation
(# of manufacturing units)
India

>12,000

United States & Canada

~1,300

Significant consolidation in the US market :
Top 4 players account for ~80% of the corrugated
market share
Source: Corrugated Packaging Alliance, News Articles, Research Reports

The corrugated packaging industry in India, in particular, is traditionally unorganized and a largely small scale industry - highly
labour intensive, fragmented and catering to low volume requirements. This is in sharp contrast to the global market where the
industry is dominated by leading players who provide end-to-end integrated services right from manufacturing paperboard,
converting to boxes and collecting waste for recycling.
Despite the heterogeneous mix of players, some scaled-up packaging manufacturers have started embracing latest technologies
and advancements that exist globally. As the current needs of the Indian market are starkly different from packaging requirements
globally, these organized manufacturers have focused on tailoring their offerings keeping the Indian consumer in mind. A large
section of the industry, however, still possesses limited technological capabilities – a key impediment to growth.

Global interest in India
The Indian packaging industry is largely controlled by domestic manufacturers; although some leading global packaging
companies have also established a strong presence in India. The presence of global players is more pronounced in the flexible
packaging segment which has witnessed some degree of consolidation (by way of acquisitions). The other main segments of
the packaging industry (folding cartons, corrugated cartons, rigid packaging) continue to be dominated by domestic players who
have built leadership positions in respective sub-segments (in terms of products or end markets served). Despite limited activity
in the packaging space historically, many leading global players have identified India as a highly attractive investment avenue.
Select global players present in India
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The global packaging industry has come up the evolution curve and has also witnessed
some consolidation activity. The industry in India, however, is highly fragmented - replete
with the presence of a vast unorganized sector and a large number of subscale players.
This is more pronounced in the transit packaging space (corrugated boxes, polybags) where
there is significant competition from the small scale unorganized sector.

Roadblocks faced
Competitive intensity:
It is estimated that India has more than 22,000 packaging manufacturers leading to significant competition at the regional level.
Most of the product packaging in India has little- to- no product differentiation and there is intense competition among smaller
players based on cost competitiveness and pricing of the products. Since, the switching cost between vendors is not meaningful
or prohibitive, it is fairly easy for customers to switch packaging suppliers without disrupting the day-to-day business operations.
Most customers, in general, also have multiple suppliers for the same product category in order to mitigate and diversify supply
side risk.

Investments in technology:
The unorganized sector operates on very thin margins and therefore has a price advantage; however, they do not have the
requisite scale or the ability to invest in technology. Going forward, migration to an automatic setup (which requires higher
capital investment) is on the anvil and will also become a necessity to increase productivity.
Recognizing the need for upgrading technology, a number of packaging companies have set up automatic packaging lines which
are already catering to a large chunk of the market.
Corrugated Packaging in India – A comparison
Type
Automatic Lines
Semi- Automatic / Manual

Number of lines (#)

Total proportion of capacity converted (appx.)

~375

40%

~12,000

60%

Source: Printweek, Industry Research
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Impact of raw material prices:

Government regulations:
A number of regulations govern the packaging industry – especially
the Food & Beverage and Pharmaceutical packaging sectors. Some
major regulations include Prevention of Food Adulteration Act
1956, Plastic Waste (Management and Handling) Rules 2011 and
Food Safety and Standards (Packaging and Labelling) Regulations
2011. Despite the early migration issues, the recently implemented
Goods & Services Tax is expected to have a favourable impact on
the organized packaging industry.
Additionally, regulatory focus on sustainability will increasingly
necessitate the use of recyclable material. For instance, the
Government of India has notified rules which propose to impose
a ban on all plastic bags with a thickness of less than 50 micron.
Going forward, any regulatory uncertainty on use of materials can
also pose a major challenge to packaging companies.
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Unlike in India, most global companies in the paper packaging space,
follow an integrated business model of paper to packaging. In India
however, the packaging industry is heavily affected by the cost of raw
materials. In particular, the corrugated packaging industry has been
impacted by the non-availability of kraft paper and dependence on
imports. The primary reason being the lack of adequate recyclable
waste due to the inadequate focus on waste management. With
increasing demand from the e-commerce sector, availability of kraft
paper and improved waste collection will be critical for meeting the
demands of the industry. In the case of plastic packaging, volatility
in crude prices directly impacts packaging manufacturers which in
some cases can be passed on to the customers.
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Way ahead: Winner takes all!
The packaging industry in India is slowly but steadily coming up to speed with the mature global market and has historically been
one of the most consistently growing sectors. With largescale opportunities emanating from both retail and e-retail, the coming
of age of the packaging industry will drive transformation in the very nature of the industry in India – the organized players stand
to gain ground displacing the smaller dispersed participants.
Increased packaging penetration and leapfrogging e-commerce sales will translate into demand for higher packaging volumes
(both for transit packaging as well as primary / secondary packaging) – but scaling up will remain a key challenge for the smaller
players in the industry. Though, omni-channel is a buzzword globally, it is still to find roots in India. However, the evolution of
the market will necessitate focus on bridging critical gaps in offerings which in turn is expected to foster and gradually trigger
consolidation in the industry.

What will separate winners from the crowd? Key requirements to win in the market
^ Players of scale who can cater to large volume requirements
^ Access to leading customers across industries
^ Investments in technology / automated plants to provide speed and flexibility for high performance packaging
^ Ability to meet stringent quality specifications, supply consistency (on-time delivery)
^ Value-added services; in-house packaging design and development
^ Tailored solutions and customized products as a result of increasing number of SKUs
^ Sourcing proximity (located close to manufacturing centres or through warehouses)
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Key players in the packaging space in India - companies that have built leadership positions
While the growing market presents tremendous opportunities for packaging companies, it also presents an equal number of
challenges. The market leaders in this segment, thus, will be players who have the ability to understand the shifts in market
requirements and accordingly design holistic packaging solutions suitable for the channel / supply chain. Being one step ahead
of the market by anticipating future requirements and proactively addressing differentiated needs of the emerging channels will
be key to success. Like any other industry, first movers will unquestionably gain a significant competitive edge and established
market leaders will play a dominant role in the new packaging era.

There are some notable players of scale in various sub-segments of the
packaging industry in India who have cemented their position in the market
and are well poised to cater to the omni-channel challenges.
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Companies
to watchout
for
Parksons Packaging
Segment: Folding Cartons | Promoter Group: Kejriwal Family
Based in Mumbai, Parksons Packaging is the leading independent manufacturer of folding
cartons in India. The company is a preferred vendor to marquee customers across the Home &
Personal Care, Food & Beverages and Pharmaceutical industries. Parksons has invested in panIndia manufacturing facilities (at six locations) with an extensive range of top-end technologies.
The company’s R&D / innovation centre ‘Design Park’ serves as key differentiator and helps
provide innovative packaging solutions to its customers. Parksons received an investment from
Kedaara Capital in 2015.

Financial Overview (FY17)
Revenue

~USD 100 Mn+
EBITDA Margin

n.a.

Interactive Gems play-pack for kids (Mondelez)
Designed an innovative pack for increasing customer engagement through packaging. The design
allowed the customers to create stories around the chosen fictional characters in a playful manner.

Pragati Pack, Offset
Segment: Folding Cartons, Commercial Print | Promoter Group: Paruchuri family
Hyderabad based Pragati Pack offers innovative, stand-out printing and packaging solutions
which incorporate a wide range of styles, designs & prints. It is also engaged in commercial
printing activities through another entity (Pragati Offset). The company caters to premium
customers across diversified industries and focuses on providing high quality and value-added
niche solutions. Pragati has the capability to offer an extensive range of top-end technologies
such as MetalTone, HoloTrance, GreenBond, anti-counterfeiting technology, 360O, linerless
labels, 3D lens effects.

Financial Overview (FY16)
Revenue

USD 41 Mn
EBITDA Margin

24 per cent

High-end Jewellery Box for online portal Bluestone
Pragati manufactures boxes for Bluestone in four sizes. The attractive and premium boxes provide a
memorable unboxing experience for purchase of jewellery online.

Manjushree Technopack
Segment: Rigid Plastics | Promoter Group: Kedia family
Based in Bangalore, Manjushree is a leading manufacturer of rigid plastic packaging in
India. The company manufactures bottles, containers and PET pre-forms and has a panIndia manufacturing capacity of over 100,000 MTPA. It caters to customers in high growth
sectors like FMCG, Food and Pharma. With in-house R&D capability, the company provides
innovative solutions to customers for their packaging requirements. Manjushree received an
investment from Kedaara Capital in 2015 and it also acquired the packaging business of Varahi
Limited in 2016.

Financial Overview (FY17)
Revenue

USD 98 Mn
EBITDA Margin

27 per cent

Kissan Squeezo Pack for Hindustan Unilever
Designed a sauce bottle with a multi-layer barrier technology and a silicon valve at the bottom which
prevents leakage. The pack provides oxygen and moisture barrier keeping the ketchup fresh and
insulated. The packaging is light in weight, unbreakable and improves shelf life.

Source: Company Information, News Articles, MCA.
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Companies
to watchout
for
Mold-Tek Packaging
Segment: Rigid Plastics | Promoter Group: L. Rao, A. Subramanyam | Listed
Based in Hyderabad, Mold-Tek Packaging is a leading manufacturer of injection molded
containers for lubes, paints, food and other products. It has seven manufacturing plants spread
across India and one in UAE, with a total production capacity of 31,500 TPA. Mold-Tek is the first
company in India to introduce ‘In-Mold Labeling (IML)’ concept for decorating plastic containers
using robots. The company also manufactures labels and has a state-of-the-art, in-house tool
room with molds and robots. Its customers include Asian Paints, Unilever, Mondelez, Amul,
Heinz and other leading companies.

Financial Overview (FY17)
Revenue

USD 48 Mn
EBITDA Margin

17 per cent

Roto Lock for MTR Foods
The company has come up with re-closable roto-lock packaging containers suitable for yoghurt, shrikand, creams and other food products.
The pack prevents contamination by insects, pests and external strong aroma. The induction lid assures hygiene unlike direct induction
sealed containers which are not suitable for repeat use of products.

Uflex
Segment: Flexible Plastics | Promoter Group: Chaturvedi family | Listed
Headquartered in Noida, Uflex is India’s leading flexible packaging company. The company
provides end-to-end flexible packaging solutions across the value chain (packaging films as well
as packaging products). The company has a global reach with manufacturing facilities spread
across strategic locations in India, UAE, Mexico, Poland, Egypt and USA. Uflex counts a number
of large FMCG companies as its clients (Nestle, P&G, Cadbury, Britannia etc.) and focuses on
innovation and new product development.

Financial Overview (FY17)
Revenue

USD 1,000 Mn
EBITDA Margin

13 per cent

Super Barrier Polyester Film: FLEXPETTM F-PGB-12
Uflex has launched a 12 micron BOPET film with specially modified surface treatment, offering a high
barrier to oxygen. It offers good flexibility, enhanced optical properties and an excellent barrier to gas.
The cost-effective film can be used for packaging of pet food, roasted coffee and other oxygen & barrier
sensitive food products.

Horizon Packs
Segment: Corrugated Cartons | Promoter Group: Modi family
Horizon Packs is the largest manufacturer of corrugated and solid fibre boxes in India. The
company has customers encompassing a number of industries (FMCG, Consumer Lighting and
Electronics, Paints, Pharmaceutical and Life Sciences, Automotive Sector). It has established
a national footprint with eleven strategically located plants spread across the country. The
company has received repeated awards & recognitions and caters to customers like Nestle,
Samsung, Pepsi, Hindustan Unilever, Colgate etc.

Financial Overview (FY17)
Revenue

USD 83 Mn
EBITDA Margin

n.a.

Packaging for Solimo by Amazon
Horizon Packs manufactures high quality printed corrugated cartons for Amazon’s Solimo range of
products.

Source: Company Information, News Articles, MCA.
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Companies
to watchout
for
Dynaflex
Segment: Security Polybags, Envelopes | Promoter Group: Vora family
Baroda based Dynaflex is a leading manufacturer of security and tamper evident envelopes
& bags. The company has a wide range of product offerings (DynaSafe, DynaFlex, DynaPost)
that are versatile, provide excellent tear strength, are water proof and also provide effective
checks against tampering and duplication. The company has scaled-up rapidly on the back
of increasing demand from the e-commerce sector and has a capacity of appx. 30 million
envelopes per month. Dynaflex supplies to a number of e-commerce players (such as Flipkart,
Myntra, Jabong, Amazon) across the country.

Financial Overview (FY16)
Revenue

USD 12 Mn
EBITDA Margin

23 per cent

Tamper Evident Envelope for Jewellery
The company has designed tamper evident jewellery envelopes which have features like a double seal,
sequential bar codes and high level security tape. The high level security tape provides protection from
tampering by solvent, liquid, heat, freezing and mechanical force.

Source: Company Information, News Articles, MCA.

Some other scaled-up players in the packaging industry in India:
Company

Segment

Revenue (USD Mn)

EBITDA (%)

TCPL Packaging

Folding Cartons

94

16%

Borkar Packaging

Folding Cartons

53

11%

Temple Packaging

Folding Cartons

32

19%

Sunrise Containers

Rigid Plastics

52

20%

Hitech Plast

Rigid Plastics

62

8%

SSF Plastics

Rigid Plastics

39

13%

Chemco Plastic

Rigid Plastics

25

21%

Positive Packaging (Huhtamaki)

Flexible Plastics

141

13%

Creative Polypack

Flexible Plastics

68

9%

Kanodia Technoplast

Flexible Plastics

48

15%

Kris Flexipacks

Flexible Plastics

39

7%

Essel Propack

Lamitubes

367

18%

Skypack

Lamitubes

26

18%

Oriental Containers

Caps & Closures

57

13%

Source: MCA, Annual Reports; Note : Financials for FY Ending March 2016; TCPL, Sunrise, Hitech, Essel Propack, Oriental numbers for FY17
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Pick-up in Inbound Interest
M&A transactions in the packaging space in India (since 2012):
Year

Target Company

Segment

Bidder

2017

Oricon Packaging

Closures

Pelliconi

2017

Axiom Propack

Closures

Guala Closures

2017

Max Specialty Films (49% Stake)

Flexible Packaging

Toppan Printing

2017

Plus Paper Foodpac

Paper Packaging

Nippon Paper

2016

Powerband Industries (74% Stake)

Flexible Packaging

Intertape Polymer Group

2015

Kamsri (Pharmaceutical Packaging)

Paper Packaging

Essentra Plc

2015

Packaging India

Flexible Packaging

Amcor

2014

Positive Packaging

Flexible Packaging

Huhtamaki

2013

Janus Packaging (65% Stake)

Paper Packaging

Edelmann

2013

Parikh Packaging (60% Stake)

Flexible Packaging

Constantia Flexibles

2012

Triveni Polymers (75% Stake)

Pharma Packaging (Plastic)

Gerresheimer

2012

Webtech Industries (51% Stake)

Labels

Huhtamaki

2012

Ruby Macons

Paper

MeadWestvaco

2012

Neutral Glass & Allied (70% Stake)

Glass Packaging

Gerresheimer

2012

Interlabels

Labels

Skanem

2012

Uniglobe Packaging

Flexible Packaging

Amcor

Packaging is a significantly organized and mature market globally as packaging penetration is considerably high. A number of
leading manufacturers are thus resorting to inorganic opportunities and/or establishing presence in emerging / developing
markets for fuelling growth.
A strong consolidation drive has been a noticeable trend over the past few years - While this has been ongoing theme in developed
economies of North America and Europe, of late, M&A activity has also extended to other emerging markets. Consequently,
the M&A activity in the packaging sector in India has been on the rise as many global companies have established / are
looking to establish presence in the fast growing geography.
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The Indian packaging industry is largely controlled by domestic manufacturers; although some
leading global packaging companies have also established a strong presence in India. M&A activity
has picked up pace with over 15 transactions in the packaging industry in India since 2012.
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H. Conclusion

E-commerce packaging is still in the early stages of development and has a long road ahead. As the online channel gains greater
significance in overall retailing, packaging will necessarily need to evolve in order to replicate and enhance online consumer
experience. Though the online ecosystem is far more complex and interconnected, the explosion in online sales will inevitably
lead to greater focus on omni-channel. The success of product packaging, therefore, rests on how seamlessly the shopping
experience is integrated across channels as both brick & mortar as well as virtual stores co-exist. This in turn means that the
current packaging will need to be re-assessed such that there is consistent brand communication across formats. Packaging 2.0,
thus, will be an all-encompassing and holistic approach - focusing on every step of the value chain while embracing sustainability.
Globally, Consumer Products as well as Packaging companies have already started designing specific packaging to address
the needs of the respective channels. As the e-retail market in India moves towards becoming the new reality, packaging
manufacturers will increasingly need to tailor products for on/off the shelf. This will also, indirectly, drive a shift of business from
subscale unorganized players to the organized sector that can address the demanding needs of the market. While first movers
in this space may face a number of challenges, they will be best placed to benefit from the massive opportunity which can
reinforce packaging to be the heart of customer experience irrespective of the channel.
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About Avendus
The Avendus Group (Avendus, Company) is a leading provider of financial services with an emphasis on customized solutions
in the areas of Financial Advisory, Wealth Management, Structured Credit Solutions and Alternative Assets Management.
Avendus relies on its extensive experience, in-depth domain understanding and knowledge of the regulatory environment, to
offer customized solutions that enable clients to meet their strategic aspirations. Avendus Capital has consistently been ranked
among the leading financial advisors in terms of overall number of deals. It has a strong track record in cross-border transactions
and has helped multiple clients benefit from opportunities across geographies. Avendus’ wide range of clients is testimony to its
ability to serve its corporate clients throughout their life cycle – from growth stage funding to complex, large sized transactions
later in the cycle.
Avendus Wealth Management Pvt. Ltd. caters to investment advisory and portfolio management needs of family offices,
large corporates and Ultra High Net Worth Individuals spanning all asset classes.

Avendus Finance Pvt. Ltd. provides customized financing solutions to its corporate clients through Structured Debt,
Mezzanine, High Yield products and assists in capital structuring as well as arranging optimal financing solutions.

Avendus Capital Inc. and Avendus Capital (UK) Pvt. Ltd. located in New York and London respectively are wholly
owned subsidiaries offering M&A and Private Equity syndication services to clients in the respective regions. For more information,
please visit www.avendus.com

Contact:
Shweta Malani
shweta.malani@avendus.com
Anshul Bansal
anshul.bansal@avendus.com

Disclaimer:
This report is not an advice/offer/solicitation for an offer to buy and/or sell any securities in any jurisdiction. We are not soliciting any action based on this
material. Recipients of this report should conduct their own investigation and analysis including that of the information provided. This report is intended
to provide general information on a particular subject or subjects and is not an exhaustive treatment of such subject(s). This report has been prepared on
the basis of information obtained from publicly available, accessible resources. Company has not independently verified all the information given in this
report. Accordingly, no representation or warranty, express, implied or statutory, is made as to accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information and
opinion contained in this report. The information given in this report is as of the date of this report and there can be no assurance that future results or
events will be consistent with this information. Any decision or action taken by the recipient based on this report shall be solely and entirely at the risk of
the recipient. The distribution of this report in some jurisdictions may be restricted and/or prohibited by law, and persons into whose possession this report
comes should inform themselves about such restriction and/or prohibition, and observe any such restrictions and/or prohibition. Company will not treat
recipient/user as customer by virtue of their receiving/using this report. Neither Company nor its affiliates, directors, employees, agents or representatives,
shall be responsible or liable in any manner, directly or indirectly, for the contents or any errors or discrepancies herein or for any decisions or actions
taken in reliance on the report. No part of this report may be copied or redistributed in any form without the prior written consent of Avendus.
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